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islands of Maui and Lana'i. Local residents and visitors alike enjoy their shor trip across the Auau Channel aboard
Expeditions fast, United States Coast Guard certified vessels.
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Lana'i” Packages including guided 4x4 trekker tours, jeep rentals and more!
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Playing
safe

by Christiana Bisquera

Tips on enjoying Hawaii’s amazing beaches and underwater world — safely.
The Hawaiian Islands are home to some of the most beautiful shorelines and breathtaking
underwater scenery in the world. Whether exploring coral reefs brimming with rainbow-hued fish,
bodysurfing in the waves or simply relaxing on the sand, a trip to the beach can be a memorable stop on
your itinerary. While many of Hawai‘i’s beaches are visitor-friendly, it’s important to take a few safety
precautions anytime you venture into- or under- the water. Here are a few tips for enjoying all the ocean
has to offer while avoiding harm’s way. See you at the beach!
If at all possible,
swim/snorkel only at beaches with lifeguards
present. Lifeguards, or Ocean Safety Officers, are
a wealth of knowledge about weather conditions
as well as any hidden rocks or reefs that may be
close to shore. Lifeguards can also be very helpful
in answering any questions you might have, so
don’t be afraid to stop by the tower and ask!

Eyes on the Water:

It’s helpful to be
prepared for weather conditions that can change
on a dime. Bring high-SPF sunscreen for both
sunny and overcast days- it’s painfully easy to get
a mean sunburn on a cloudy day! An umbrella can
shield you from both the sun and rain, just in case
you’re blessed with a sprinkling of Hawai‘i’s
famous liquid sunshine. Check the local forecast
before heading out, and keep in mind that on
most days, the tradewinds pick up before noon.
Thus, the best ocean conditions occur in the
morning or in the later evening when the trades
settle down.

Whatever the Weather:

Attention, Please! Anytime you’re in the
water, it’s vital to be aware of your surroundings.
Changes in tides, wind, waves and currents can be
dangerous, so don’t venture too far from shore
and watch for any shifts in ocean conditions. Rip
currents sometimes occur when a section of water
moves quickly away from shore. If you are caught
in a rip current, don’t swim against the current.
Instead, swim parallel to shore and around the
fast-moving water. It’s also wise to stay out of the
water if it’s murky, especially after heavy rains
when both debris and marine predators can be
present. For the same reason, pay attention to
any blood that may be in the water if you have any

open cuts or if spearfishing or shoreline fishing is
taking place nearby.

Protect the Sealife (and Yourself!):

In shallow water it may be tempting to stand on
an outcropping of coral to rest while swimming.
However, coral is not rock: it is a living colony of
many thousands of tiny polyps that construct their
own hardened home around them. To help keep
the islands’ reefs healthy, please avoid standing or
stepping on the coral. If you’re planning on
snorkeling farther out to explore the reef,
familiarize yourself with any sea creatures that
may reside there. It’s also a good idea to skip
feeding fish- for their own health and yours- and
keep your hands to yourself if they get too close.
Be sure to use the buddy
system both in and out of the water. When going
in for a swim or playing on shore, have someone
with you at all times. Keep a close eye on children
and never allow them to swim alone. Teens eager
to venture out on surfboards, boogie boards,
standup paddle boards or kayaks should also be
taught to use the buddy system; the same goes
for snorkelers and SCUBA divers of all ages.

Two by Two:

Even as you’re
admiring the scenic beauty both above water and
below the surface, it’s important to keep a close
eye on your belongings at all times. If at all possible, do not bring valuables to the beach— and do
not leave them in the car. If you must, ask a trusted
person to watch them or use other safeguards
such as secure bags for the shore or waterproof
pouches to bring smaller items with you into the
water.

Better Safe than Sorry:

LOCAL
F L AV O R
By Lois Leinani Whitney

Photo courtesy of Kayla Bisquera

Fresh, tasty and packed with nutrients, island produce is prized
by visitors and locals alike.
AVOCADO
Fruit stands, farmers markets,
supermarkets and locals who
like to share the “fruits” of their
labor, can offer an abundance of
amazing Hawai‘i produce.
Here is just a sampling of the
rainbow of “localicious”
goodness that awaits the savvy
visitor, along with a few tips
on what to look for.

With their smooth texture and buttery goodness,
locally grown avocados are a perfect match for
guacamole, sandwiches and salads. Flowers are
pollinated by honeybees and other insects, whose
life work is complemented by Hawaii’s volcanic
soil to produce delectable pears, as locals refer to
them. Favorites include the green-skinned Sharwil
or the black-skinned Haas.

BANANA
As common in Hawaiian backyards as they are in
commercial production, bananas are a perfect
snack on-the-go. Individually packaged in their
own wrapper, these starchy fruits are only 1% fat.
Humans should learn from our monkey friends
that the easiest way to peel a banana is from the
end OPPOSITE the stem. A simple pinch and,
voila, peel away the skin!

COCONUT
When is a nut not a nut? When it’s a coconut,
which is actually a seed. Okay, to get technical,

botanists will call it a drupe, but such an obscure
term certainly does no justice for one of the most
versatile plants brought by the Polynesians who
first settled these islands. From one humble tree
comes electrolyte-infused water, milk, cream, oil
and ‘meat’ for eating; the husk, palm fronds and
wood are used for a multitude of purposes from
cultural practices to shelter.

DRAGONFRUIT (Pitaya)

One of those fruits that looks like it came from an
alien planet, dragonfruit looks weird but has a
pleasant flavor akin to a cross between a kiwi and
a papaya. Dragonfruit, or pitaya, were native to
Mexico but are now popular everywhere as a cool
addition to smoothies and açaí bowls. The fruit of
a spiky cactus, dragonfruit are also esteemed for
their purported health benefits, including high
antioxidant, vitamin and mineral content, alkalinity
and cleansing properties.

GUAVA
The bumpy-skinned kuawa is best when
just-picked, and yellow when fully ripe. Even a few
days too late and the fruit is past its prime. You
might see guava growing wild when hiking
through pastures or near streams. Enjoy any ripe
fruit you might encounter, but know that the
smaller, smooth-skinned red or yellow “strawberry
guava” (waiawi) is actually considered an invasive
species as it tends to take over native forests.
Please consume responsibly and avoid letting the
seeds drop to the ground. Jams and jellies
brought home in checked luggage make a
coveted gift and breakfast spread.

LILIKO‘I (Passion Fruit)

What sounds like a missionary-era nomer is exactly
that, just a continent away. Spanish missionaries to
South America reportedly used the exquisite
flower as an object lesson with potential Christian
converts to illustrate, well, passion. A healthy
liliko‘i vine in Hawai‘i can produce overflowing
baskets of the tartly sweet fruit, which is actually a
type of berry. Pour some sinfully delicious liliko‘i
syrup on your pancakes, and you will gladly
convert. From maple syrup, that is. Locals like to
scoop it straight out of the half-shell with a spoon
and slurp down the seeds and all, especially if one
is feeling a little under the weather and you want
to keep a cold at bay.

MANGO
One of the most cherished of island fruits, the
countless varieties of mango never fail to delight
anyone lucky enough to lay hands on some.
Nurtured like members of the family, backyard
trees are tended year-round by their caretakers
who rake leaves, prune, water, and eventually

harvest the prized fruit. Mango bread, jam, juice,
smoothies and even chutney are just a few ways
mango is enjoyed; locals like to eat the tangy,
not-quite-ripe fruit while still green, pickle-style
with soy sauce and vinegar. Is your mouth
watering yet?

PAPAYA
Any picture - perfect Hawaiian breakfast would be
lacking without the tantalizing and fragrant
papaya. Its beguiling curves are enhanced by its
rejuvenating enzymes, which offer an equally
beneficial facial treatment as they are delightfully and healthfully- edible. Technically a berry, the
papaya is another backyard staple that is also
enjoyed while still green in soups, stews and Asian
salads.

PINEAPPLE
While the spiky but refreshingly sweet bromeliad
has long been associated as one of Hawaii’s most
evocative flavors, the pineapple was not originally
cultivated by native Hawaiians. Pineapple is said
to have originated in Paraguay, and carried to
many places around the globe- including Hawai‘i
on trade ships that brought the fruit along to
combat the dreaded sailor’s disease: scurvy. Look
for signs of freshness such as a clean base cut with
no mold or mildew, and don’t be fooled: A
pineapple’s exterior color is not usually the best
indicator of ripeness. Some green pineapples may
be ripe, and some golden yellow ones may be
overripe, or not ripe at all! Check for an aromatic,
not fermented, scent near the base of the fruit.

STARFRUIT
Remove the ribs and slice sideways, and each slice
will be a star-shaped bite of bliss. Ripe starfruit will
be light yellow; overripe fruit will be dark yellow
with black spots. Transport these fruity treats
carefully, as they bruise easily and should be eaten
as soon as they’re ready.

TARO
According to Hawaiian legend, the taro plant was
the original ancestor of all native Hawaiians.
Named Hāloa and symbolized by the kalo plant,
the “elder brother” of all Hawaiians is a staple
food that offered sustenance as well as kinship.
Any authentic lū‘au meal will include poi, the
rather paste-like starch, laulau steamed in taro
leaves, and squid or chicken lū‘au, a rich stew
made with coconut milk and taro leaves. Another
local favorite, taro chips, give a nice crunch with
the added benefit of fiber and a hearty flavor.

Where Man has yet to Build a Road

MAUI’S
K A N A I O

C O A S T

by Mark Henry

ive hundred years ago, the south
facing slope of Haleakala was
exploding. Rivers of molten lava
from fountaining vents rushed to the
sea. One of the largest and most recent
vents called Puu Pimoi is situated 3000
feet above sea level just below the
settlement of Kanaio along the back road
to Hana. The quantity of lava erupting
from this vent was so great that it
pushed its way out into the sea forming
new land. The cooling effects of water
against hot lava resulted in exquisite
patterns and shapes – pinnacles jetting
out of the sea, caves, arches, and grottoes – art which nature created that
man has yet to rival.

F

Polynesian voyagers were the first to settle
these shores. For hundreds of years, they
enjoyed the abundance of the sea. Recent
volcanic activity, forced them to move,
leaving behind ancient heiau (places of
worship) that were spared by Pele.

For years, most maps did not identify
the Kanaio Coast, which was generally
inaccessible. To date, except for a
small number of fishermen and divers
who know how plentiful the marine life
is there, most Mauians are unfamiliar
with the Kanaio Coast. In 1987, Blue
Water Rafting put Kanaio on the maps
of several visitor publications in which it
advertised. Today, Blue Water Rafting
has taken over 200,000 satisfied people
on a journey back in time to view one of
the last uninhabited coastlines on Maui.
Rafting tours to the Kanaio Coast are
offered daily, departing at 7:00 am. On
most days, the winds come up fairly
early in this area so rafters are advised
to prepare for an adventurous ride!
Rigid-hulled, twin-powered inflatables
are utilized for their seaworthiness
and maneuverability around the lava
formations.

Depending on conditions, a variety of
sites are available for snorkeling. When
winds are light and variable or blowing
strong out of the north, Kanaio is the
best place for calm and clear water. If
trade winds are present, coming out of
the East or Northeast, La Perouse Bay
offers protection from the wind and is
one of the favorite hangouts of spinner
dolphins. In season, whales abound
and sea turtle habitats are a regular
snorkeling stop along the South Maui
shore.

Out of 35,000
40,000 visitors, only 20
50 will see the breathtaking
Kanaio
tomorrow!
Kanaio Coast
Coast today.
today. Why don’t YOU see itit tomorrow!

Exciting Small Group Adventures
Explore the sea caves and lava arches of a hidden volcanic coastline.
Snorkel turtle and dolphin habitats, coral reefs abundant with marine
life, or have a close encounter with humpback whales. Climb aboard
a high powered BLUE WATER RAFT and let the adventure unfold!

Limited seating. Make your reservation now.

(808) 879-7238
24 hr. notice required on all cancellations or rescheduling - No Exceptions • www.BlueWaterRafting.com
No pregnant women or people with back or neck injuries

• Kanaio Sea Cave Adventures
• Kanaio/Molokini Snorkel Tours
• Express Molokini Snorkel
• Whale Watch/Molokini Snorkel (seasonal)
• 6 and 24 Passenger Private Charters Available
(All Destinations weather permitting)

Online

FREE ONLINE VISITOR GUIDE
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AlohaVisitorGuides.com for Monthly
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• Specials & More
• Plus links to Big Island & Kauai Visitor Guides
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FREEOnline
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Kula Botanical Garden
Aloha!
Warren and Helen McCord invite you to experience
the Kula Botanical Garden, Maui’s first scenic, educational and native Hawaiian plant reserve. The garden
was established in 1969 and was born out of a dream
Warren and Helen shared with family and friends. Kula
Botanical Garden is located on a unique six acre site at
the 3,300 foot elevation on the slopes of Haleakala. The
climate and rich volcanic soil at this elevation are ideal
for growing proteas, orchids, bromeliads and native plants, as well a large collection of
familiar and unusual specimens from around the world. No where else in Hawai‘i
will you find such an array of colors.
The six acre garden is located within a protected 23 acre natural setting featuring unusual rock formations, waterfalls, ponds
and panoramic views of the valley below and the West Maui
Mountains beyond.
Along the landscaped
paths designed for easy
strolling are an aviary, koi
pond, covered bridge and rest
areas. Our gift shop offers
beverages, snacks and a
variety of made-in-Hawai‘i
products, plants, books and
much more. Kula Botanical Garden, what the rest of
Hawai‘i should be.

Open Seven Days A Week
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission: Adult $10, Children $3

KULA BOTANICAL GARDEN

7/10 mile from Kula Highway,
on 638 Kekaulike Ave. – Highway 377

(808) 878-1715

Winner of the 2005 “Keep it Hawai‘i”
Certificate of Merit
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Coupon not valid with any
other offer or promotion.
Expires 4/30/20.
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CREDIT CARDS COST

HAIKU

810 HAIKU RD

575-9211

BLD

AMERICAN/PIZZA

VMAD

$-$$$

HALI’IMAILE GENERAL STORE

HALI`IMAILE

900 HALI`IMAILE RD.

572-2666

LD

HAWAIIAN REGIONAL

VMAD

$$-$$$$$

HULA GRILL- WHALERS VILLAGE

KA`ANAPALI

2435 KA`ANAPALI PKWY

667-6636

LD

HAWAIIAN

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$

HYATT REGENCY MAUI RESORT-JAPENGO KA`ANAPALI

200 NOHEA KAI DR

667-4909

D

PACIFIC RIM & SUSHI

VMADJ

$$-$$$$$$$

HYATT REGENCY MAUI RESORT-SON’Z STEAKHOUSE KA`ANAPALI

200 NOHEA KAI DR

667-4506

D

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADJ

$$$-$$$$$$$

HYATT REGENCY MAUI RESORT-‘UMALU KA`ANAPALI

200 NOHEA KAI DR

667-4727

LD

CONTEMPORARY HAWAIIAN

VMADJ

$$

LEILANI’S ON

KA`ANAPALI

2435 KA`ANAPALI PKWY

661-4495

LD

AMERICAN

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$

ROY’S KA`ANAPALI

KA`ANAPALI

2290 KA`ANAPALI PKWY

669-6999

LD

HAWAIIAN FUSION

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$$$

BISTRO CASANOVA

KAHULUI

33 LONO AVE

873-3650

LD

ITALIAN/MEDITERRANIAN

VMADJ

$$-$$$$

COLLEEN’S

CANNERY

AT THE

BEACH

THE

CAFÉ O’LEI AT THE DUNES AT MAUI LANI KAHULUI

1333 MAUI LANI PKWY

877-0073

BLD

AMERICAN

VMAD

$-$$$

KOHO GRILL & BAR

KAHULUI

QUEEN KA`AHUMANU SC

877-5588

BLD

AMERICAN/LOCAL

VMA

$-$$$$

877-4446

MARCO’S GRILL & DELI

KAHULUI

444 HANA HWY STE M

BLD

ITALIAN

VMADJDC

$-$$$

THAILAND CUISINE 2

KAHULUI

MAUI MALL, 70 E. KA`AHUMANU AVE 873-0225

LD

THAI

VMAD

$-$$

CAFÉ O’LEI KIHEI

KIHEI

2439 S. KIHEI RD., #201A

891-1368

LD

AMERICAN

VMAD

$-$$

FIVE PALMS RESTAURANT

KIHEI

2960 S KIHEI RD

879-2607

BLD

PACIFIC RIM/AMERICAN

VMADJ

$$-$$$$$$

KAMANA KITCHEN

KIHEI

1881 S. KIHEI RD, B-1

879-7888

LD

INDIAN

MVDJ

$$

MAUI THAI BISTRO

KIHEI

2439 SOUTH KIHEI ROAD #103B 874-5605

LD

THAI & THAI-ASIAN FUSION

VMAD

$-$$$

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE

KIHEI

281 PI`IKEA AVE

879-8400

LD

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADDC

$$-$$$$

RUBY TUESDAYS

KIHEI

303 PI‘IKEA AVE

633-4571

BLD

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADJDC

$$-$$$

SANSEI SEAFOOD RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR KIHEI

1881 S KIHEI RD

879-0004

D

JAPANESE/SUSHI

VMADJ

$$-$$$$$

THAILAND CUISINE

KIHEI

1819 S KIHEI RD

875-0839

LD

THAI

VMADJDC

$

KULA LODGE & RESTAURANT

KULA

15200 HALEAKALA

878-1535

BLD

AMERICAN

VMAD

$-$$$$$

ALOHA MIXED PLATE

LAHAINA

1285 FRONT ST

661-3322

BLD

LOCAL KINE

VMAD

$-$$

CHEESEBURGER IN PARADISE MAUI

LAHAINA

811 FRONT ST

661-4855

BLD

AMERICAN

VMADJ

$-$$

KIMO’S

LAHAINA

845 FRONT STREET, SUITE A 661-4811

LD

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADJ

$$-$$$$$

LAHAINA PIZZA CO.

LAHAINA

730 FRONT ST

LD

ITALIAN

VMA

$-$$

LAHAINA

820 OLOWALU VILLAGE RD. 662-3600

BLD

SANDWICHES/SALADS/PIES

VMAD

$-$$

LAHAINA

888 FRONT ST

667-2286

BLD

SEAFOOD/ITALIAN/AMERICAN

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$$$$

PACIFIC’O RESTAURANT

LAHAINA

505 FRONT ST

667-4341

LD

PACIFIC RIM

VMADJDC

$$$$$

RUTH’S CHRIS STEAK HOUSE

LAHAINA

900 FRONT ST

661-8815

D

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMAJDC

$$$$$$$$
$$-$$$$$

LEODA’S KITCHEN

AND

PIE SHOP

LONGHI’S LAHAINA

661-0700

SANSEI SEAFOOD RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR LAHAINA

600 OFFICE RD

669-6286

D

JAPANESE/SUSHI

VMADJ

STAR NOODLE

LAHAINA

286 KUPUOHI STREET

667-5400

LD

ASIAN

VMAD

SEASCAPE MA`ALAEA RESTAURANT

MA`ALAEA

$-$$

192 MA`ALAEA RD

270-7068

LD

LOCAL/AMER/COASTAL

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$

CASANOVA ITALIAN RESTAURANT AND DELI MAKAWAO

1188 MAKAWAO AVE

572-0220

BLD

ITALIAN

VMADJ

$-$$$$$

MAKAWAO STEAK HOUSE

MAKAWAO

3612 BALDWIN AVE

572-8711

D

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMAD

$$-$$$$$

POLLI’S MEXICAN RESTAURANT

MAKAWAO

1202 MAKAWAO AVE

572-7808

LD

MEXICAN

VMAD

$$

SEA HOUSE RESTAURANT

NAPILI

5900 L HONOAPI`ILANI RD 669-1500

BLD

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADDC

$-$$$$

CHARLEY’S RESTAURANT

PAIA

142 HANA HWY

579-9453

BLD

AMERICAN

VMAD

$$-$$$

FLATBREAD COMPANY

PAIA

89 HANA HWY

579-8989

LD

PIZZA/SANDWICHES

VMAD

$$

MAMA’S FISH HOUSE

PAIA

799 POHO PL

579-8488

LD

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADDCJ

$$$$$$$$$$

579-8030

PAIA FISH MARKET
CHEESEBURGER

IN

PARADISE MAUI

FAIRMONT KEA LANI MAUI-KO

PAIA

100 BALDWIN AVE

LD

LOCAL KINE

VMD

$-$$

WAILEA

3750 WAILEA ALANUI DR. 874-8990

BLD

AMERICAN

VMADJ

$$

WAILEA

4100 WAILEA ALANUI

BLD

LOCAL CUISINE

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$$

FOUR SEASONS RESORT- DUO RESTAURANT WAILEA

3900 WAILEA ALANUI DR 874-8000

875-2210

BD

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$

FOUR SEASONS RESORT MAUI- SPAGO WAILEA

3900 WAILEA ALANUI DR 879-2999

D

CALIFORNIA/PACIFIC RIM

VMADJDC

$$$$$$

GANNON’S

WAILEA

100 GOLF CLUB DR

LD

PACIFIC REGIONAL

VMADJ

$$-$$$$$$

LONGHI’S WAILEA

WAILEA

3750 WAILEA ALANUI DR 891-8883

BLD

MEDITERRANEAN/ITALIAN

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$$$$

RUTH’S CHRIS STEAK HOUSE

WAILEA

3750 WAILEA ALANUI DR 874-8880

D

STEAK/SEAFOOD

VMAJDC

$$$$$$$$

TOMMY BAHAMA - RESTAURANT

$$-$$$$$

875-8080

WAILEA

3750 WAILEA ALANUI DR 875-9983

LD

COASTAL AMERICAN CUISINE

VMAD

WAILEA MARRIOTT – HUMBLE MARKET KITCHIN WAILEA

3700 WAILEA ALANUI DR 879-4655

BD

LOCAL HAWAII REGIONAL CUISINE

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$$$$

WAILEA MARRIOTT – KAPA BAR & GRILL WAILEA

3700 WAILEA ALANUI DR 879-1922

LD

AMERICAN/ASIA PACIFIC

VMADJDC

$$-$$$$

A SAIGON CAFÉ

1792 MAIN ST

LD

VIETNAMESE

VM

$-$$$

WAILUKU

243-9560

Credit Cards: v = Visa; m= MasterCard; a= American Express; d= Discover; dc=Diner’s Club; j=JCB. Costs: each $ sign is equivalent to approximately $10.00 per person.
This listing was accurate at press time, but listings may change without notice.

sand sun
surf

&

by Lois Whitney

Maui’s beaches cater to snorkelers, surf chasers, kids,
landlubbers and everyone in-between.
Okay, so you’ve slathered on the
sunblock and packed up the snorkel
gear, boogie boards, water toys,

Kids

Beach bumming

located within the resort, you’ll need

(oceanside) of the Ritz Carlton.

Ka`anapali Beach- Since this beach is

to take a ticket to park. Happily, the

towels and picnic—now what?

resort setting provides easy access

Check out this guide to our own

to a food court and convenience

favorite spots to help you decide

store, as well as kid-friendly gift and

which beach is right for your kind

ice cream shops—just get your ticket

of fun.

LAHAINA
KAPALUA

/

KA‘ANAPALI

/

Snorkeling & Swimming

“Black Rock” – Located at the

northernmost end of Ka`anapali

Beach, below the Sheraton. Lots of

coral and fish, and if you arrive early

a.m. or late p.m., you’ll see the

resident green sea turtles feeding on

Ranked #1 in the U.S. (2006) by

“Dr. Beach,” Fleming’s clean, white

sand and awesome views of Moloka`i

provide a wonderful backdrop for

relaxing, building sand castles, tak-

validated so the parking’s free.

ing a dip and enjoying Maui’s tropi-

play; set up camp away from the

Beach”- Next to the famed “Dig

any warning flags.

the main entrance to Ka`anapali

Excellent beach for sand and water

WEST MAUI

D.T. Fleming Beach- Makai

boat loading zones and watch for

cal climate. “Hanakao`o/Canoe

Me” beach and located just before
Resort. Easy parking and lots of

space to spread out on the beach-

no crowds here unless there’s a

canoe regatta going on. Buff

paddlers work out at their
clubhouse on the beach;

lifeguards, showers, restrooms

limu (seaweed) in the protected

and shade available.

levels of snorkeling & diving

South Maui

cove. Great for beginners; fun for all
experience.

(Kihei/Wailea/Makena)
Surfing/Boogie Boarding

Snorkeling & Swimming

entrance to Lahaina’s Front Street.

take your pick of these three parks

intermediate surfers, with grass

favorites, these parks fill to the brim

out on the shore.

early to avoid crowds (and brisk

“Puamana”- Located near the first
Great waves for beginning and

and picnic tables for those hanging

Kamaole Beach Parks I/II/III- You can

in a row off South Kihei Road. Local

on weekends and holidays, so go

continued from previous page
tradewinds) and walk over if you’re staying in the area. Each

park has a rocky point which harbors the most fish for view-

ing; also look for the coral “walls” at the beginning of
Kamaole III that run perpendicular to the shore.
Surfing/Boogie boarding

Cove Park- Off South Kihei Road just past Kalama Park. This
is a great place to learn to surf, with gentle and steady

waves, shallow waters and a large grassy area to relax when
your arms get tired of paddling. Just remember not to step
on the reef if (when) you fall off your board- it’s bad for the

reef, and often very bad for your feet!
Windsurfing

Mai Poina Beach Park- On the northern end of South Kihei
Road, this park is famous with wind and kitesurfers who
can’t get enough of the gusty afternoon tradewinds.
Kids

Ulua Beach Park- Located in Wailea, just before the Marriott
and shops. A circular drive allows you to drop off kids and

stuff close to the beach, which offers protected shallows for
little ones plus great snorkeling for adults. There’s a nice
grassy area next to the showers and restrooms, and a
fantastic shoreline walking trail perfect for strollers.
Beach Bumming

Big Beach- Located in Makena, Big Beach is a must-see for

every serious beach-goer. This huge, crescent-shaped beach

means everyone can find their own slice of paradise. Lots of
people-watching action, especially over the cinder cone at

the low-key (and slightly illegal) nude beach. Watch out for

large body surfing waves when there’s a south swell—these
create a strong undertow and killer poundings unless you
know what you’re doing.

Photo courtesy of Maui Wave Riders

Golf Course

Phone #

Slope Rating Yards M Yards W

RATE

Dunes at Maui Lani
Ka'anapali Kai
Ka'anapali Royal
Kahili Golf Course
Kapalua Bay
Kapalua Plantation
Maui Country Club (Mon.only)
Maui Nui Golf Club
Pukalani Country Club
Waiehu Municipal
Wailea Blue
Wailea Emerald
Wailea Gold

873-0422
661-3691
661-3691
242-4653
669-8044
669-8044
877-0616
874-0777
572-1314
270-7400
875-7450
875-7450
875-7450

126
130
129
133
128
140
119
121
117
117
126
120
130

$
$ - $$
$+ - $$+
$
$ - $$
$$$
$
$
+-$
+-$
$ - $$
$+ - $$
$+ - $$

Key "+" = ~ $50.00

70
71.2
71.8
69.5
70.5
73.3
70.5
68.6
70.9
70.5
69.8
68.5
70.0

5833
6555
6693
5967
6051
6674
6330
5851
6443
6330
6173
5873
6152

4278
5485
5436
4877
5119
5627
5451
5321
5579
5478
5037
5268
5317

$" = ~$100.00 is approx and subject to change

ProArts came to life as the brainchild of founder
Jonathan Lehman, a passionate lifelong champion of local theater. Jonathan hoped to provide
the Maui community with access to shows that
might not otherwise be produced here. In the
early years, Jonathan solidified the envelopepushing, artistically-driven ethos that defines
ProArts.
Sadly, in 2016, Jonathan lost a long and valiantlyfought battle with cancer and the Maui theater
community lost one of its greatest allies and participants.
Three years after the sad passing of our dedicated founder, ProArts continues to thrive while honoring his vision, producing alternative hits like
"Avenue Q" and "Evil Dead: the Musical," a collaboration with RoseOx productions. We are
expanding the scope of productions regularly
offered to include not only first class theatrical
works, but music, visual art, an expanded comedy
roster, and other forms of entertainment. With
the continued support of the Maui community at
large, we hope to secure Jonathan's legacy for
years to come.

LAHAINA

Boss Frog’s

Island Cream Co.

Tamura’s
Fine Wine
& Liquors

Boss Frogs

Lahaina Cruise Company
Expeditions
Reef Dancer
Ultimate Whalewatch
& Snorkel

Maui Waveriders
Feast at Lele

Maui Arts & Cultural Center
Boss Frogs

Iao Theater

Drums of the Pacific
Island Cream Co.
Lahaina Cannery Mall
Hilo Hatties
Wharf Cinema Center

Expeditions
Reef Dancer
Ultimate Whalewatch & Snorkel

Maui Waveriders
Friendly Charters

Feast at Lele
Hawaii Ocean Project
Expeditions

ProArts Playhouse

Maui Waveriders
Blue Water Rafting

Friendly Charters

Polli’s Mexican
Restaurant

Maui Legend
Activities
Arts & Entertainment
Golf Courses
Health & Wellness
Lodging & Resorts
Real Estate
Restaurants
Shopping & Taste of Maui

Maui’s
Best
Mexican
Restaurant!
Located in
Makawao

MEXICAN
RESTAURANT

808-572-7808

Lunch
& Dinner
plus burgers,
BBQ, salads
& sandwiches

FR EE s m a l l n a c h o s w i t h a d !

KIHEI -WAILEA -MAKENA

The soft and melodic
sounds of the

Hawaiian language
are exemplified in
its daily usage

Learning the correct usage and pronunciation of Hawaiian
words will deepen your understanding of the Hawaiian culture,
and broaden your appreciation for the peoples of our land.

Try your hand with these . . .

aloha (ah-low-ha) hello, good-bye, love
mahalo (mah-ha-low) thank you
‘olu‘olu (o-loo-o-loo) please
– ne(kah-nay) man
ka
wahine (wah-hee-nay) woman
pehea `oe? (pay-hay yah O-ay) how are you?
maika`i (my-kah-ee) fine
a hui hou (ah-who-ee ho-oo) goodbye
makua (mah-kuh-a) parent
keiki (kay-key) child
kupuna (kuh-poo-nah) grandparent, elder
ka‘a (kah-ah) car
ho‘olohe (hoe-O-low-hay) to listen
hiamoe (hee-ah-mow-eh) to sleep
mai ‘ai (my eye-ee) come and eat
‘äla (ah-lah) to awaken
ali‘i (ah-lee-ee) royalty

ProArts Playhouse

Boss Frog’s
Maui Waveriders

Boss Frog’s

Blue Water
Rafting

Hawaiian Art Photography
by Randy Jay Braun

HONOKOWAI-KAHANA -NAPILI-KAPALUA

KAANAPALI
Boss Frog’s

Boss Frog’s
Boss Frog’s

Drums of the Pacific

Boss Frog’s

mahalo
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